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Like many other Turkic languages, Uyghur exhibits vowel harmony with respect to a [front/back] feature.
In (1), the causative suffix has a [y] after a stem with front vowels and a [u] after a stem with back vowels.

(1) a. tʃæk-tyr ‘smoke-CAUS’ (*-tur) b. bɑk-tur ‘raise-CAUS’ (*-tyr)

All vowels participate in this harmony except for /i/ and /e/, which are neutral (2).

(2) a. ymid-lær ‘hope-PL’ (*-lɑr) b. amil-ʁɑ ‘element-DAT’ (*-gæ)

When the only vowels in a stem are /i, e/, some co-occur with front suffixes (3a, b), and others occur
with back suffixes (3c, d). This has led some (Lindblad 1990; Hahn 1991a,b) to posit that surface [i] (and
for some, also [e]) is the realization of two different underlying vowels, front /i/ and back /ɨ/ or /ɯ/ (and
similarly, /e/ and /ɤ/). The posited abstract underlying vowels fill a gap in the Uyghur vowel system (4).

(3) a. bilim-gæ ‘knowledge-DAT’ (*-ʁɑ)
b. tʃekin-dyr ‘retreat-CAUS’ (*-dur)

c. sinip-qɑ ‘classroom-DAT’ (*-kæ)
d. siʁiʃ-dur ‘contain-CAUS’ (*-dyr)

(4) Uyghur vowel inventory
unround round

front back front back
high i y u
mid e ø o
low æ ɑ

Mayer,Major, &Yakup (2022) observe that a similar analysis is provided for Inuit byCompton&Dresher
(2011), who propose that in some Inuit dialects there is evidence in favour of a covert contrast between /i/
and /ә/ which is neutralized on the surface to [i]. Mayer, Major, & Yakup (2022) reject this sort of analysis
in general, questioning Compton & Dresher’s (2011) use of covert contrast:

This is an instance of what Kiparsky (1973) called “the diacritic use of phonological features”
(p. 16): an underlying featural contrast is used to condition phonological behavior, despite
corresponding to no observable phonetic differences in the conditioning segments themselves
… [emphasis added]

Requiring ‘observable phonetic differences in the conditioning segments’ amounts to the linearity and
invariance conditions, rejected by Chomsky (1964) as too strong. However, Mayer, Major, & Yakup’s
(2022) alternative, diacritic exception features (Chomsky & Halle 1968; Zonneveld 1978; etc.), still re-
quire linking rules to connect them to phonetic observables. The issue here is the proliferation of arbitrary,
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non-phonological information in the phonology. As Buckley (1994: 18) says, the diacritic ‘is arbitrary,
unconstrained, and makes no predictions about the behavior of the morpheme beyond that rule’.

We argue here that an abstract vowel analysis is indeed wrong for Uyghur, not because there is a general
problem with abstract underlying vowels, but because Uyghur is crucially different from Inuit. In Inuit the
evidence for two vowels underlying [i] is strongly localized: some [i] trigger palatalization in a following
consonant and other [i] do not. Thus, the palatalizing feature must be present in some [i] but not in others,
suggesting two distinct sources of surface [i]. The same is not the case in Uyghur. First, the evidence
from regular harmony, as in (1) and (2), does not point unequivocally to underlying back /ɨ/ or /ɤ/, but could
indicate, as suggested above, that /i/ and /e/ simply do not participate in vowel harmony. While examples like
(3) could at first be interpreted as implying underlying back counterparts to /i/ and /e/, a wider consideration
of the evidence is not consistent with this analysis.

Rather, we consider here the consequences of an updated autosegmental (Goldsmith 1976) analysis of
Uyghur harmony (Hall & Ozburn 2019), using a formalization (Raimy 2000; Papillon 2020; Idsardi 2022) in
terms of phonological events, features, and precedence. Instead of association lines, two events which are in
parallel can be pronounced in tandem. Given [front/back] in a separate stream (Bregman 1990), a harmonic
form such as [ɑmil-ʁɑ] (2b) can be represented as in (5). The feature [back] is associated with the entire
stem /ɑmil/ and spreads to the suffix /-GA/. Nodes with a double circle indicate segments, here [ɑ] and [ʁ],
that receive a [back] specification (upper case letters represent segments not yet specified for [back]). The
vowel /i/ is not specified for [back] in the phonology.
(5) Regular vowel harmony with a neutral vowel: [ɑmil-ʁɑ]

# A m i l

G A

%

[back]

A neutral-vowel form such as [siʁiʃ-dur] (3d) can be represented in similar fashion (6): in this word, the
presence of [back] in the stem is shown by the [back] [ʁ]. In other stems, such as (3c), the presence of the
floating [back] is revealed only when a suffix is attached.
(6) Back harmony with a neutral vowel stem: [siʁiʃ-dur]

# s i ʁ i ʃ

d U r

%

[back]

Examples of overt disharmony between stem and suffix further show the autosegmental nature of the
feature [front/back]. Indeed, Mayer, Major, & Yakup (2022) and Mayer, McCollum, & Eziz (2022) note that
there are several types of cases (7). These include: disharmony with /k/ and /q/ (which should take [lær] and
[lɑr], respectively) (7a, b); disharmony with non-neutral vowels, e.g. /ɑ/ (7c); variable behavior (7d); and
imposition of [front] from the neutral vowel suffix -diki (7e).
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(7) a. etnik-lar ethnic groups-PL with→ [back]
b. tætqiq-lær ‘research-PL’ with→ [front]
c. tɑʃ-tæk ‘stone-like’ with→ [front]; see (8)
d. sowet-lær/lɑr ‘Soviet-PL’ variable
e. rɑjon-lɑr-diki-gæ ‘Soviet-PL-LOC-DAT’ with→ [front] on -diki

We can diagram (7c) as in (8).
(8) Disharmonic vowel harmony with /ɑ/: [tɑʃ-tæk]

# t A ʃ

t A K

[back] [front]

%

To learn such representations, the learner simply needs to parse (8) into its constituent parts, recognizing
the suffix -tæk, and then inferring that the rest of the graph constitutes the stem. In consequence, stems like
/tɑʃ/ are ‘post-fronting’, specifying that subsequent suffixes will be [front], akin to tone-donating morphemes
(Kidima 1991), post-accenting stems in Russian (Stang 1957), and the converse, pre-stressing suffixes in
Uyghur (Hahn 1991a) and Turkish (Kaisse 1986). That is, in disharmonic stems a ‘floating’ autosegmental
event (here [front]) follows the segmental material of the stem. There is nothing abstract about the feature
[front], which was observed in the speech signal. The autosegmental analysis that is able to represent ‘post-
fronting’ or ‘post-backing’ phonologically as a kind of morpheme-level feature (Lightner 1965; Vaux 2000)
thus predicts that ‘exceptional’ suffixal disharmony could expand to other cases, as attested in (7).

We do not think that it is a coincidence that the neutral vowels /i/ and /e/ are the only vowels that lack
a [back] counterpart. If we generate contrastive features hierarchically, we find that there are many feature
orderings in which /i/ and /e/ do not receive a specification for [front/back]. An example is (9).
(9) An Uyghur vowel feature hierarchy: [low]≫[high]≫ [round]≫ [front/back]

vowel
{æ, ɑ, y, u, i, ø, o, e}

low
{æ, ɑ}

front

/æ/

back

/ɑ/

non-low
{y, u, i, ø, o, e}

high
{y, u, i}

round
{y, u}

front

/y/

back

/u/

non-round

/i/

non-high
{ø, o, e}

round
{ø, o}

front

/ø/

back

/o/

non-round

/e/
The representations generated by the tree in (9) differ in various details from those proposed by Hall &

Ozburn (2019), but what is most relevant here is that they, too, leave /i/ and /e/ unspecified for the harmo-
nizing feature. The fact that these vowels lack back counterparts does not make it inevitable that they will
be unspecified for [front/back]; for example, if [front/back] were ordered first, then every vowel would fall
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under its scope, and /i/ and /e/ would be specified [front]. For the four features [low], [high], [round], and
[front/back], there are 24 different orderings, in which 14 specify /i/ and /e/ as [front] (many of these orders,
however, assign dubious representations to other segments). But there are no orders of conventional features
that would make any other vowel unspecified (i.e. neutral) with respect to [front/back].

In conclusion, our analysis reveals that concern about abstract phonemes in Uyghur such as */ɯ/ is
misplaced. The same learning theory that leads a learner to posit abstract /ә/ in Inuit leads a learner to posit a
morpheme-level [front/back] feature in Uyghur. Rather, our question is about features versus diacritics. To
all appearances, Uyghur harmony and disharmony are phonological. Lacking evidence to the contrary, we
maintain that phonological representations are phonological.
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